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Introduction:

The purpose of this training guide will be to educate Ce Pretrial’s users on how to use the Microsoft Word Add-In. 
The Add-In will benefit Pretrial Agencies as it will provide them with the capability to create new customizable 
documents and alter existing templates in an effort to meet the ever-changing needs of the Pretrial industry. The 
functionality that will be explored throughout this document will focus on the add-in alone. Users should note that 
the add-in contains all of the functionality available through Microsoft Word, and that some of the functionality used 
to create the example template in this guide will not be shown, as it requires basic Microsoft Word proficiency. If 
you have any questions regarding the add-in’s functionality, we invite you to reach out to our Support Team 
through our support portal TeamSupport: AutoMon's Support Portal

https://portal.teamsupport.com/login.aspx?OrgName=AutoMonLLC
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Versions Supported:

To create forms, users will need Microsoft Word 2013 and newer.

To generate and view forms, users will need Microsoft Word 2007 and newer.
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TOPIC 1: INSTALLING THE MICROSOFT WORD ADD-IN
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2. Saving The File and Installing
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HOW TO DOWNLOAD THE MICROSOFT WORD ADD-IN

To download the Microsoft Word Add-in, click on the Gear icon located at the top right of the application and select, 
“Install Word Add-In.”
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SAVING THE FILE AND INSTALLING

Once you select, “Install Word Add-In,” you will be directed to prompt where you should select “Save File.” Once you 
save the file, the system download and install the Add-In onto your machine.
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FINISHING INSTALLATION

Once you select, “Install,” the Microsoft Office Customization Installer will appear as the Add-In is downloading. Once the 
Add-In has successfully downloaded, you will see a message that informs you it was successfully installed and you can 
close the prompt. 
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TOPIC 2: USER MENU

Subtopics:

1. How to Sign In

2. Verify Most Recent Version and 
Check for Update
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HOW TO SIGN IN TO THE ADD-IN

You must be signed in to gain access to the functionality of the Ce Pretrial Word Add-In. To sign in, you first must sign into 
Ce Pretrial and select “Personal Access Token” from the User drop-down menu located in the top-right hand corner of the 
application. Upon first use, the Personal Access Token dialog will prompt you to generate an access token. Click “Generate 
Token” to create your access Token. Copy your access token. Then, open up Word. Paste your token into the Personal 
Access Token Field and click Sign In.
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VERIFY MOST RECENT VERSION AND CHECK FOR UPDATE

To verify that you are using the most current version of the add-in, you should select, “Check for Update” to ensure they 
are using the most current version of the add-in. If you do not need to update your add-in, you will receive a prompt that 
lets you know you are running the latest version of the Add-In as shown below. If your add-in needs to be updated, the 
system will prompt you to take steps to update.
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TOPIC 3: CREATING A NEW TEMPLATE

Subtopics:

1. Opening a New Template

2. Customizing A Template

3. Opening Up The List of Tags

4. Adding Tags To A Document

5. Multiple Occurrence Tags

6. Editing Tags
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OPENING A NEW TEMPLATE

Any word document, new or existing, can easily be converted into a Ce Pretrial template. To create a blank new template, 
you should select, “File>New>Blank Document.” Once the blank document has been created, you are able to customize it 
to meet your specific needs.
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CUSTOMIZING A TEMPLATE

You have the ability to customize the template in Microsoft Word to be any kind of document you want to create. For the 
sake of training, this guide will demonstrate how to generate a “Drug Test History Report.” You should create a header for 
your document, and begin to customize it accordingly. For the “Drug Test History Report” document, I titled the 
document, created a table, and labeled it based on the tags that I intend to add.  Tags are a placeholder used to draw that 
information out of the Ce Pretrial application. 
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CUSTOMIZING A TEMPLATE - CONTINUED

After the first table with Defendant demographic information has been created, I create two additional tables below it – 
one that will contain Drug Test Data and another for Contact Compliance information. Once the tables have been created, 
I am ready to begin tagging them so that when I utilize the template, it draws the correct information from the application.
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OPENING UP THE LIST OF TAGS

To open the list of Tags, you should select “Show Tags” from the User Menu. The list of tags are separated into categories 
by Case, Defendant, Hearing, and Pretrial Case. 

Note: Tags act as placeholders for the data that will be populated from Ce 
Pretrial under that category.
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ADDING TAGS TO A DOCUMENT

To add Tags into a document, you should place the cursor where you would like to insert the tag, and then double click 
the tag to insert it into the document. In the “Drug Test History Report” document, I placed the cursor in the cell to the 
right of “Name” and double clicked on the “Full Name” tag to insert it.
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MULTIPLE OCCURRENCE TAGS

Several tags on the list are multiple occurrence tags, and will have an additional list to select a recursive placeholder from. 
Multiple occurrence tags will be information that is entered more than once and might have different data associated with it (i.e. 
drug testing data, contact requirements, and contact compliance.) Multiple occurrence tags require you to select the entire row 
on a table by clicking in the left margin beside a table and double click on the desired multiple occurrence tag. As an example, I 
will use the Drug Tests multiple occurrence tag. I selected the entire row on the table and double clicked on, “Drug Tests,” which 
brought up a sub menu of recursive placeholders to choose from.
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MULTIPLE OCCURRENCE TAGS - CONTINUED

Once you have selected the proper multiple occurrence tag, you are able to select the recursive placeholders to draw the 
correct information. Recursive placeholders are tags that potentially have different values. In my “Drug Test History 
Report,” I am able to add in the necessary tags for Drug Testing data like the Test Date, Outcome, Drugs Detected, and 
BAC Level as shown in the table below:
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EDITING TAGS

To edit the format of a tag, you will need to highlight the tag and then select, “Placeholder Options.” By doing this, the 
Content Control Properties prompt will appear, allowing you to edit or reformat the desired tag. In this example, I 
reformatted the “Start Time” tag under “Hearing Time” so that the time would be expressed in the day of the week 
followed by the date.
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TOPIC 4: FORMATTING AND PUBLISHING TEMPLATE 

Subtopics:

1. Formatting Tables

2. Publishing Templates

3. Viewing Existing Templates

4. Editing Existing Templates

5. How To Override a Template
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FORMATTING TABLES

Once you have selected the appropriate tags, you have the ability to reformat the tables and other information in your 
template to reflect the desired format. For the, “Drug Test History Report” document I resized the cells to be more 
appropriately sized for the information that will populate from the application and changed the two bottom tables to have 
visual differentiation.
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PUBLISHING A TEMPLATE

To publish your template, you will need to select “Publish” from the Ce Pretrial User add-in menu. Once you select, “Publish,” a 
prompt will appear in the right side menu where you will select the Document Type, if it is a New Template or an Override 
Template, you can enter or update the name of the template and/or a description.  When the template is successfully added, a 
“Template Published” message will appear. Once a template has been published, it will become a document option under the 
“Documents” section on the defendant menu. 

Note: The document type provides two different options, “Hearing” and “Pretrial Case.” 
Documents tied to a hearing should be deemed “Hearing” documents and all documents related 
to a defendant that DO NOT include hearing information should be deemed a “Pretrial Case” 
document. “Hearing” documents are documents you will bring to court, and “Pretrial Case” 
documents are all other documents pertaining to a case.
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VIEWING EXISTING TEMPLATES

To view existing templates in the system, you should click the “Open List” icon on the User Menu. By selecting, “Open 
List,” you are able to view all templates that have been created on the right hand side in list form. 

Note: When you open the list of existing templates, you are able to expand the list by 
dragging the border to the left. By doing this, the list of templates will show the Name 
of the template, the Court it is assigned to, and the Language the document contains. 
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EDITING EXISTING TEMPLATES

To edit an existing template, you should highlight the template you want to edit and select “Edit Template.” After selecting “Edit 
Template,” the proper template will open and you are able to edit the document as needed. To save the changes, you will select 
‘Save” from the User Menu.  You will get a “Changes Saved” message when the template has been successfully saved. 
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HOW TO OVERRIDE A TEMPLATE

To override an existing template, you should make the necessary changes to the document and then select, “Publish’ from the 
User Menu. You should select the Document Type, the Override Template option, the Template you want to override and then the 
court that document corresponds with. 
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT & CONTACT INFORMATION

COPYRIGHT

© 2016 AutoMon, LLC. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior written consent of 
AutoMon, 10450 N. 74th Street, Suite 210, Scottsdale, AZ 85258.

COMMENTS

Your feedback is important to us and will help us to provide the most accurate and high quality information possible in our 
documentation. Send us comments or suggestions by e-mail to support@automon.com. 

CHANGES

The material in this document is for information only and is subject to change without notice. AutoMon makes no representation or 
warranty, expressed or implied, as to its completeness, accuracy, or suitability, and assumes no liability resulting from errors or 
omissions in this document or from the use of the information contained herein. AutoMon reserves the right to make changes in the 
product design without reservation and without notification to its users.

CONTACT

AutoMon, LLC 
10450 North 74th Street, Suite 210
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Phone: 480.368.8555
Fax: 480.718.7322

For Technical Support, visit http://www.automon.com/contact-us 

For Product Information, visit http://www.automon.com/solutions

mailto:supportteam@automon.com
http://www.automon.com/contact-us
http://www.automon.com/solutions

